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Sprint Rated Best Cell Service in UP
by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

A recent study done by Consumer Reports magazine found
that Sprint was the highest rated
cell service provider in Houghton County, MI. The survey was
done on the basis of signal
strength and consistency within
the county and the amount of
Sprint authorized retailers.
The previous title for best cell
service provider in Houghton
Co was held by AT&T, which
for years had great coverage on
EDGE which would provide the
fastest and most consistent data
speeds for all of the students
who paid unreasonable amounts
for their smartphones. We asked
a Michigan Tech student about
how amazing AT&T’s service
was prior to their “downgrade”
to 3G.

Broomball is almost here. Almost
here. Almost.... here....

It’s the End of the Semester
by Alec Hamer ~ Guest Writer

According to some major news sources the end of the semester is
approaching... fast. Although students don’t really know it yet, there
seems to be one full week of classes before the all-too-dreaded
finals approach.
“I thought there were 3 weeks left in the semester,” reports one wildeyed freshman. Following up his first statement with “Oh shit,” the
freshman was then seen running across campus muttering to himself.
Anderson Cooper weighed in on the topic, saying, “Although the
facts may not appear to be all there it is rather obvious when one
looks at the academic calendar posted on the Michigan Technological University website that the semester is coming to an end... fast.”
The Daily Bull, Michigan Tech’s finest news source has reported only
needing one article from each writer to make it until the end of the se...see End as we know it on back

“I loved having EDGE service
up here in school! It was great,
I was able to lose service in
tons of places, most specifically
in the basement of Wadsworth
Hall, and even in my dorm room
occasionally. The data speeds
were great too! I always looked
forward to the times where my
service would drop and I would
have to use ResNet, which is possibly the one thing greater than
EDGE. Life on AT&T was great!”

Unfortunately due to the new
AT&T cell tower downgrades in
Houghton County to provide the
residents with 3G service, AT&T
has lost their competitive edge in
the latest study. Sprint, an unlikely
contender, was able to slip into
the spot that AT&T consistently
held for multiple years previously,
since prior to the tower downgrades, no one knew that Sprint
actually existed in the U.P.
“When we heard that AT&T
changed their cell towers to
provide 3G service, we knew
the title would be ours. We have
worked for years to ensure that
no persons in Houghton County
would ever experience a Sprint
cell signal and to this day we can
say we have served our customers justly,” stated Dan Hesse in a
recent interview.
This title also came after Sprint received selling rights to the iPhone
4 and 4S and heavily advertised
unlimited data packages. Such
phones and packages are highly
desirable to the average college
student, unknowing of Sprint’s
cell service coverage. We talked
to another Michigan Tech student
about their recent purchase of
the iPhone 4S on the Sprint network.
...see 3*(9.81 m/sec) on back
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mester. It would seem that if one
were to do the math that suggestions of an end coming soon are
indeed correct.

“It’s great, I just spent $300 on a
brand new phone and way too
much money on a data package that I couldn’t afford, even if
it is unlimited. I was even more
pleased to see that when I got
back up to the U.P. after Thanksgiving break I had no service at
all on campus. I was forced to
be on roaming wherever I went,
which is great because they
charge you additional fees for
everything you do while you
roam. It’s like a dream! Charge for
this call, that text. It’s amazing!”

“I have been counting the weeks
since the beginning of the semester,” one enterprising professor reports, “and this is week
eight. No, it’s week twelve. Yeah
that’s it. Wait!! I think it might be
week eleven. Let me get back
to you on that one.” Eventually
the professor came up with an
answer of, “It is definitely maybe
week 10. My results have proven
inconclusive”.
One thing is for certain, though,
the weather is way off. One seasoned student was overheard
saying “This is bullshit! I should
be cutting blocks of parmesan
with my nipples right now! It is
hardly even cardigan weather!”
Where has all the cold (Superior)
weather gone? No one is certain
but a few weeks ago one could
spot the clouds cramming for exams. Maybe they are in the midst
of finals.
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It looks like Sprint will hold the
title for a long time to come,
since all of the other cell companies have recently downgraded
their service to 3G, which leaves
Sprint miles ahead of the com-

petition.
“We are the most dependable network” – Dan Hesse, 2009

Introducing the new uPhone. For all of your Yooper needs. With unlimited data
at 59.99 a month, or 3 deer, whichever works.

New Government Comes to Power in India, Admits That
They Have Forked Tongues
by Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

INDIA- A man upset with the
way his government was running has since changed the
scheme of the people in
charge, and replaced the entire electoral body with snakes
that he personally charmed.
The man, who is currently unnamed, was angry when he
tried to get land for his snakes.
“You know, I constantly have
to try and save these snakes
from the various places that
they find themselves in. Maybe
I could protect them on a plot
of land and make antivenin or
something, right? But no. These
assholes had to keep delaying
and delaying. Well you know,
I’m sick of their lies. At least
I know snakes have forked
tongues.”

thus leader of India. “People of
India. I, asss your leader, promissse to make your livesss better.
Me and my men will ussse everything we can to bring you the India you dessserve: Free of ratsss,
and full of tail. Who doesssn’t
love a little tail. That’sss right, nobody. So we, your royal sssnake
leadersss, will lead this greath
country of India, to greatnessss.
We will go to the top!”
The previous government of India is outraged. “How can snakes
rule over people. They’re make it
impossible to cook. They can eat
their food whole! What are we
going to do? And besides, the
snakes are all a bunch of liers.”

However, the voters, are feeling positive about this change.
“You know, a snake is easy.
Feed it, leave it alone, and their
good chaps. And atleast we
know they are a bunch of liers.
Those politicians are all like “we
don’t lie” but we KNOW better. The snakes however, they
tell us. And that’s respectable.
Do I beleive that they’re going
to fix everything? Hell no. But
atleast I know to expect them
to tell the truth about the fact
they’ll lie.... wait...”
Meanwhile, the international
community is debating the
legitimacy of a snake government.

Ther government quickly fled
the building once the snakes
were introduced, and they
have since claimed their rule
over the people of India.
Sssylvessster Sssingh was
quoted after being elected
head of the Fang party, and

Leader of the Fang party is shown here, in his takeover of Indian Government.

